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Abstract
The lifetime of the Thruster with Anode Layer (TAL) is limited by the erosion rate of the guard rings thatshield the electromagnet pole pieces from ion impingement. In recent investigations performed afterseveral hundred hours of operation, non-unifo eroson patern have been documented 11,2]. Theinvestigation performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) showed that the guard rings eroded athigher rates between the positions where both the electromagnets and main propella int ar locaedPropellant injection uniformity was assessed by measuring the stagnation pressure every 0.5in dithe centerof the discharge chamber using an impact pressure probe that was located 6 .3 5 nun downream of thepropellant inlets. The results indicate that there was no correlation between propellant diibution and theguard ring erosion pattern. A survey of the thruster magnetic field topology uing Hall probes showedthat the erosion rates were higher in regions of rel'atiely low magneicfield strengthlhe edmrswedwhich may be responsible for these observed trends is ion gneration near the guard rings where e localelectron densities are higher than at the electromagneposition nar the rin where e local

Introduction electromagnet poles. Because of the crossingelectric and magnetic field, the electrons areRecent interest in Russian Anode Layer Thrusters tpped in the magnetic field and spiralas grown because they have demonsratd trapped in the magnetic field and spiral
has grown because they have demonstrated azimuthally towards the anode. In the highcomparable performance to Stationary Plasma density electron region, the configuration of theThrusters (SPT) at the same power levels with a electric field is governed by the configuration ofsmaller size and lower erosion rates. The 1.35 the magnetic field. Therefore the configurationkW TAL has a discharge chamber that is 3/4 the ofthe electric field is controlled by the magneticsize of the SPT and generates the same amount of field and the electrode geometry. ithrust. A recent study[2] has shown that :heerosion rates of th life-limiting componen> of -The lower erosion rates are attributed to the
the TA. are lower than the SPT. Erosion material properties of the thruster componensevaluations have resulted in predictej lifetim-e in and the position of the acceleration zone. Thethe range of 5000-10000 hours[3] for TAL's. life-limiting components on the TAa l are the

Anod Lyer Thrusters operate the s e electromagnet guard rings. The guard rings areAnode Layer Thprasters opher the same necessary to protect the magnetic system from
physical principals as the other typs of Hall ion bombardment. SPTs employ a ceramicthrusters. They generate an axial electric field discharge chamber that proicts thebetween th anoj. and external cathode ar-. a Csectrornarge c while the TAL eplo s heradial magnetic ic : . n th in andtromants while th e TAL emplo ta'radial magntic fi- tn hnrad ( :r-- whizh, generally having lo.wr spu:." Ga::a: e S udc. L :-. :: : . '. ~ - -- - -_...____ 
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S-'. . - - '>.:eds the thrust.: imprgna. ' .: p3oru. sntei. sern or cizc-!iteumc. Later ~nIerauon TAL's generate an emission IUlustratolns of the thruster are sh:,~-.acceleraton layer tna is external to the thruster, in figures and 2.Sto increase ionization efficiency and lifetime
while reducinE the risk of spacecraft
contamination by reducing the amount of material
sputtered from the thruster.

Although the lifetime of the TAL has not been o*
empirically determined, accelerated tests have *p urd

Sshown that the thruster has the potential of a "*n
longer lifetime than has been displayed bySPFTs[2]. Long lifetimes can be achieved byusing guard ring materials such as graphite, ,,D a .
carbon-carbon, or diamond[3), and by increasing -uthe azimuthal uniformity of mass loss.

4 Significant azimuthal asymmetries in guard ring
erosion were observed in a 636 hr. wear test of *ade
the D55 TAL. Although mass loss is important,
performance degradation and risk of engine ) 'failure is a function of the depth of pole erosion,
not total mass loss. A more uniform distribution
of mass loss will result in slower degradation of Figure 1. The face of the D55. The electmagnets ethe electromagnet poles and therefore, magnetic locaed at the verics of the triangle.field and electric field.

Z inner uard rg otwer ani ringThe objective of this investigation is to L ring ouerard riinvestigate the cause of the erosion non-uniformities measured on the guard rings. This
paper presents the erosion patterns that were innerdiscovered and explains possible reasons for elecragne out
their existence. a ode ecroangit

Figure 2. A digr smhowing the position of the guardSApparatus and Procedure rings. The dark area of the rings are prcscated in figures 6Sand 7. showig the rosion profile after 636 bhounThe evaluations performed on this thruster e
include guard nng erosion measurements after he ear Test
the thruster ran for 636 hours on xenon A 636 hour wear test was performed on the D5S
the thruster ran for 636 hours on xenon, at 1.35 kW at the JPL to evaluate theinvestigation of the propellant distribution performance degradation with te and theuniformity, and magnetic field mapping. perfomance degradation with time and theuc fd erosion rates of the thruster components. TheThe Propulsion System performance of the thruster did not change overThe D5rPropulsion the duration of the test despite the erosion of the

The D55 was purchased by the Jet Propulsion electromagnets and guard rings. The thruster
Laboratory from TsN'IMASH for the Ballistic electromagnets and guard rings. The thruster

Laboratory from TsNIIMASH for the Ballistic efficiency remained at 48% with 1600 s specif,:
Missile Defense Organization. The thruster name iieny remained at mpulse with 160 s spciis derived from the 55 mm average diameter of
the anode. In the back of the thruster there are The Erosion Measurementhree inlets from the anode propellant line in the h e Erosion MeasurementsTh po;ito: of the surface relative to Lrif centersne azimuhal positions as the electromagnets. -,f the 'nn-e electromagnet surface to me ceiT:.- guard nng nmterial is sLzIless steel which t ne d uing a microscagnet surface eigt: ..ficially accelerate the w.ar rate. The cathode !e-ngsred usgt. a mcroscope nith a o..,,: f,-. ' was used for the endurance test was !e-h reado t. The measurements rn r'i la -icated b. JPL 1: c:-.:'ioyed a barium oxide v r 10 a inner and outer edges and th
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center of the guard rings. The instrument was Magnetic Field MeasuremetsSMagne tic Fil Measue maccurate to +- .025 rmm. 
The topology of the magnetic field was

determined 
at the Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory
Propellant Distribution Measurementsusing stationary Hall probes and rotating thrusterThe propellant distribution was analyzed at the beneath them. Measurments we taken every

consisted of a 12ucm lengs o5rr Tor The probe34

.Uni oe et s rI d every

University of Michigan Plasmadynamcs and 40 at the positions noted by the intersections of

the total gas stagnation Pressure within a

propela up is shown below as fig. 3. ins show " I.5

cylindrical impact probe since variations in the
flow uniformity should be reflected in variations 

B p
in the local anode chamber pressure. The 

G FA -- D- 3a.
background pressure was 8E-5 Torr. The probe 

3.4899consisted of a 12 cm length of 3.2 mm diameter -97stainless steel tubing. This probe was positioned 
46in the center of the anode with the probe inlet 7 

1.4
mm above the gas distribution ring. The probe 

1.

g.r, 1.4 R esu lts

was fixed, with the thruster mounted to a ro.4computer.controlled rotary table. Pressure 
04measurements were taken in 1/2 degree 
amincrements through a 360 degree rotation o thethruster. The set up is shown below as fig. 3. 

- .

ssFgure 4. Te D5 anode with t ohe podz of themagneic fewld earm noed by the rdo Ibe auiaI I
positions are given in e sntite and othe hl paime

ham noted by a klett (A-G) and the hoamrpc dial
osition with respect to tb axis the inner

pr oe t dResults

The results included in this paper are guard ringerosion measurements from an earliernvestigaton[2], discharge chamber pressureWUAmeasurements, 
and radial magnetic fieldmeasurements.Figure 3. The experimental set-up for he The TAL erosion depth measuremen are shown3Propellant distribution analysis. in figures 5 & 6. The depth plotted is the heightThe pressure sensor was an MKS model 317 height of the rings. Only the positions of the

Capacitance Manometer with a full scale output electromagnets are noted on the graphs,
of I Torr and a sensor zero of lx 0-5 Torrn. The however. these three positions are also the
signal from this sensor was amplified filtered, locations of the three propellant inlet in the bac
and analyzed using a Macintosh-controlled o th soibutor Between the three
National Instruments digital data acquisition propellant inection holes and the twelve holessystemthat 

feed the propellant into the dischargechamber there is a series of plena to improvepropellant distribution uniformity.
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Figurs Sa and 5, disp a p n h eded to a max mrn depth of 1.26 mm b.am,

Figures 5a and 5.D, dispiz, a pattern tha: [he guard ring is flush with the surface , :corresponds to a greater erosion between the anode at this dep. This shadowing effectelectromagnets for the outer edge of the inner the anode preventd furthr erosion of that edguard ring at position R1.74. At the two other of the nng hwever, the m e of theradial positions the pattern is almost reversed, o tues to be eroded beyd th e ofing dewith surface heights that are higher than were set by the anode surface. The only positionsoriginally measured. The measurements imply where the erosion.depth in the middle of the ringtat some of the maerial eroded off of th outer exceeds the inner edge erosion depth are those
edge of the inner guard nring was then deposited where the inner edge was eroded to the height ofon the inner edge. The rough texture of the the anode, at 700. 1900. and 290 .stainless steel surface near the inner edge is
characteristic of sputtered material that wasredeposited.
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FiLr- 6a and 6b show that the stainless s,el Flow Measuremens, _ i:ded off cf the outer euard ring a a muzh The measurements :.i:er to evaluate thep...a.- rate tne. on the inner ring. The niformirnv of the prc.-.lan: are presented i,
s:.'-i.al pa~ter has erosion maxima in the fig.7. The twelve pIas correspond to thepcsi ,,e . ec. ' en the propellant inlets and Posiions of the propel,.r: inlets. The data showel 'trc-:.inetr. ThL inner ed!e of Lhe outzr . ."- cc,.lation bctwee., ti. pattern etched in ri.
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guard rings and the mean value of the pressure, and the anode placement together show
There seems to be no pattern in the pressure correlation with the erosion panems. The general
distribution. Although there are fluctuations in tendency was that lower magnetic field strengths
the pressure, the fluctuations measured at both were associated with higher erosion rates.
flow rates are different From the data obtained,
it seems that the erosion patterns were not caused Figure 8 shows the magnetic field at position
by propellant fluctuations. B.43 because at positions closer to the inner

guard ring there is a 6% single dip in the field at
5.0- 1680. This large fluctuation in the magnetic field

- 5so0 strength is generated by the gap between the
4.5 - 0o seem inner electromagnet and the anode. The actual
4.0 - a field fluctuations at the ring surface might be

! :i different

S3.0- . . . . I. /  The pattern etched in the inner guard ring does
Sv 'V not follow any of the magnetic field patterns that

2.5 -  were measured as well as the outer ring followed
S2.0 E.94 (fig 8). However, the general tendency to

Shigher erosion rates between the outer
1.5 - electromagnet positions for the outer edge of the

1.0- ring is consistent It is believed that the pattern
0.5 Ietched in the ring follows the magnetic field

0 100 200 300 topology in the region closer to the inner ring and
EM calhode E EM anode. Because of the size of the probes that

Position (degrees) were used, the closest position that could be
Figue 7. The pressure measumen taken inside of the evaluated was G.94, however, it is possible that
anode a 6.25 mm from the 12 distributio holes at 100 the majority of the ions were not coming from
seem and 50 seem. this region, but further upstream.

The Magnetic Field Measurements
The measurements of the radial magnetic field 1 0.2-
taken in azimuthal sweeps show that the E .
generated field is non-uniform. Figures 9 and 10 .0 0.0-
show the fluctuations in the magnetic field at a 230

few positions compared to the erosion pattern.
The magnitude of the fluctuations decreased with o -0.4- :
distance from the exit plane of the thruster, " 220
therefore, a few magnetic field measurement -0.6-
sweeps were shown from the regions near the -- R7.42
guard rings. The fluctuations are as great as 8% £ -0- R1.06 -210 Iof the maximum positive radial magnetic field -1.0- 0 R1.79
strength and 170% of the maximum positive axial - B, 0.43
field strength. This paper focuses on the radial -1.2 1 1 ! -20
magnetic field fluctuations because the radial 0 3
magnetic field has a much stronger influence on 1 180  300 360
the configuration of the electric field than the Posin
axial magnetic field. Position (degrees)

axial magnetic field. Fgu 8. A comparison of the inner guard ring erosion to
the azimuthal magnetic field variations at the position BThe dips in the magnetic field are intensified in .43 that is illusrated in figure 5.

the regions where there are larger gaps between
the magnetic poles and the anode. The Hall Figure 9 shows how the erosion pattern etched
probe was centered in the anode, however, the on the outer guard ring matches the magnetic
anode is not exactly on center with the thruster field non-uniformity. Since the erosion pattern
and the inner electromagnet. Both the field dips follows the configuration of the magnetic field in
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-. " -, i'- : mign nave onginated .5Ltl'.--Z . a-. .de creaung electron e,"su-n w -c p -:..... L: u:r weak magneuc field very ciose to tne anode that are greater tha in thregions th. guard rings were eroded to a pattern regions near the electromagnets. Consequentlythat implies tr.ai radialiv directed ions sputtered the ionization rates will also be higher in thesethe material off of the ring until the anode regions. Ions created in these near-anodeshadowed the inner edge of the ring. As the regions, where the radial electric fields are greatererosion pattern and electric field near the ring than the axial electric fields, will be accelerated toevolved, it is possible that the ions were the guard rings.

accelerated from positions further downstream of
the anode. The erosion patterns created on both of the rings

are indicative of etching caused by radially
* 0.2 - - R 3.61 acceleratd ions. It is possible to see the effect of

S a R 3.6 -240 these ions much better on the outer ring where
0.0 --- R 3 76 the erosion rate was much higher. In the weak

B, 94 -238 * magnetic field regions, the guard ring was
-0.2 - . - sputtered by the ions until it was flush with the

S.04 . anode. indicating that the ions were accelerated-234 , out radially. The erosion rates near the outer-0.6 electromagnets are much greater than the erosion
0 -232 rates near the inner electromagnet because theS-.8- / j magnetic field strength is about half that near the- 230 inner electromagnet, shown in fig.10. The radial

S- 228 magnetic field gradients near the innaer ring areS-1.2 double those near the outer ring, therefore, the-1. 0 a26
-1.2 226 axial field strengths are much stronger there. For
0 60 120 180 240 300 360 an ion to be accelerated into the inner guard ring,EM cate EM EM it would have to originate much closer to the ringPosition (degrees) than would be required by an ion beingFigure 9 A comparison of the outer guard ring rosion to accelerated into the outer ring. Since it is muchbe azimunal magnetic field variatios E .94. more difficult for the electrons to diffuse through

the inner magnetic field region, the erosion rateThe results of this investigation imply that the of the inner ring should be much lower. Thisnon-uniform erosion patterns am generated from conclusion was supported by the datamagnetic field non-uniformities because. of the
strong correlation between the erosion and It is also possible that the erosion non-magnetic field measurements. In the region very uniformities are caused by ion focusing into theclose to the anode, the radial electric fields are regions between the electromagnets. The ionsgreater than the axial electric fields. If ionization are being focused by either the strong magneticoccurs in these regions, the ions will be fields or local electric fields. If the ionizationaccelerated radially into the guard rings. In.the rates are higher at the electromagnets and theweak field regions where the magnetic field beam is more divergent, the low energy ionsfluctuations arr as great as 7% of the field generated near the anode will be directed to thestrength, the diffusion coefficient for electrons guard ring regions between the electromagnets byacross the magnetic field will increase by !5%. an electric field with a Larmour radius on theThe electrons will choose this path of less order of a few centimeters.
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Figure 10. The radial magnetic field(Gass) comnours taken a the .94 plae shown in fig. 4.

after 636 hours were investigated: propellantIn addition to the radial electric fields generated distribution non-uniformities, and fieldby the anode-guard ring potential, there could be non-uniformites. The azimuthal pressurenonuniform ambipolar electric fields that are measurements in the anode showed that there
focusing the ions into the guard rings. Where the was no correlation between the pressureneutral particle flow expands out the anode fluctuations in the radial magnetic field in thethrough a larger angle, the locally generated ions azimuthal sweeps. TIe erosion rates were higherwill be closer to the strong radial electric field between the electromagnets where thee wereregions where the ions are accelerated into the dips in the magnetic field. It is believed that theguard rings. This study proved that there was no erosion pattern is caused by local radial electriccorrelation between the positon of the rear fields, amplified in the regions where there werepropellant rear injectors and erosion pattern., the magnetic field dips, that accelerate ions intoHowever, the pressure measurements were the guard rings.
performed near the back wall of the anode, only
evaluating the propellant distribution in these Several investigations can be carried out toregions. It is also possible that the gas jets are investigate this theory further. Plasma potentialexpanding differently out of the anode in measurements could be performed to determinedifferent regions creating azimuthal non-uniform the true structure of the electric field. Flowonization rates. visualization can be done with a plasma discharge

using an electron gun and CCD camera toConclusion determine if the radial neutral particle density
gradients exist Spectroscopic methods could beTwo possible explanations for the non-uniform employed to determine ion velocities in the nearguard ring erosion patterns generated on the D55 anode region. Another accelerated life test could
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be performed with periodic evaluation of the
guard nng surface profiles to determine the
evolution of the guard ring erosion profiles.
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